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The American Shorthorn Herd Book

1890

this special re print edition of mrs a a berry s book berry s golden rule poultry farm or profitable poultry is a guide to raising poultry for pleasure and profit
written in 1913 by one of the greatest female poultry entrepreneurs of the early 20th century this classic text on poultry sheds light on age old techniques of
managing chickens and other poultry also included are insights into mrs berry s famous poultry operation at clarinda iowa as well as details on the poultry breeds
she raised including plymouth rocks wyandottes orpingtons rhode island reds brahmas langshans cochins leghorns minorcas houdans anconas hamburgs runner ducks
pekin ducks and others lavishly illustrated with vintage period photographs this classic text also offers a fascinating look into the mail order poultry business of
a century ago note this edition is a perfect facsimile of the original edition and is not set in a modern typeface as a result some type characters and images might
suffer from slight imperfections or minor shadows in the page background

American Herd Book ...

1895

this vintage book contains a detailed account of the fox hound kennels in the united kingdom between 1787 and 1912 a detailed history is provided for each kennel
including information concerning notable figures events and dogs other details are also offered relating to hunting breeding training and more the foxhound of the
twentieth century is highly recommended for modern hunting enthusiasts and fox hound lovers and it would make for a worthy addition to collections of allied
literature contents include the puppy walkers he back bone of fox hunting periods in hunting history between 1787 and 1912 which influenced the development of the
fox hound the symmetry of the modern foxhound the northern counties hunts in northumberland cumberland durham and westmorland the yorkshire hunts the north
western counties hunts et cetera many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern
high quality edition complete with its original artwork and text

The American Short-horn Herd Book

1883

this volume takes a detailed look at in breeding animals exploring what it is what it can achieve and common problems related to it in breeding what it is and what it
does contains a wealth of information that will be invaluable to farmers and breeders of farm animals contents include a general survey a continental race horse
breeder defines in breeding purity of strain and stamina in breeding described out crossing and in crossing how to in breed strain what is it like produces like what in
breeding has done for horses cattle and sheep in breeding dogs etc many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we
are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on farming

Wallace's American Trotting Register ...

1909
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reprint of the original first published in 1856

United States Trotting Association Register

1895

this book plant breeding has it bases in an earliertext entitled an introduction to plant breeding by jackbrown and peter caligari first published in 2008 the
challengesfacing today s plant breeders have never been moreoverwhelming yet the prospects to contribute significantly toglobal food security and farmers quality
of life have neverbeen more exciting and fulfilling despite this there hasbeen a worrying decline in public funding for plantbreeding related research and support for
internationalcenters of germplasm development and crop improvement in part this has resulted in a serious reduction in the number ofyoung people interested in
devoting their professional careers toplant breeding as well as the number of universities offering plantbreeding courses or conducting relevant research in
plantbreeding the authors aim in writing this book is to provide anintegrated and updated view of the current scientific progressrelated to diverse plant breeding
disciplines within the contextof applied breeding programs this excellent new book willencourage a new generation of students to pursue careers related toplant
breeding and will assist a wider audience of agriculturalstudents agronomists policy makers and those with an interest inagriculture in gaining insight about the
issues affecting plantbreeding and its key role in improving the quality of life ofpeople and in securing sufficient food at the quality required andat an affordable
price with comprehensive coverage including questions designed forstudents and an accompanying website containing additionalmaterial to help in the study of the
subject plant breedingis an ideal text for all those studying plant and crop sciences and a convenient reference source for professionals working in thearea all
libraries within universities and research establishmentswhere biological and agricultural sciences are studied and taughtshould have multiple copies of this book

Berry's Golden Rule Poultry Farm

2018-11

vols include the shorthorn society s grading register for beef shorthorn cattle v include the society s herd book of poll shorthorns

The Foxhound of the Twentieth Century - The Breeding and Work of the Kennels of England

2017-09-15

when a friend s triple crown winner is found mutilated her ovaries surgically removed and a security guard shot to death private investigator jessica langdon and fbi
agent hunter rawls team up to find the guilty party that same night a veterinarian is reported missing and uncannily jessie is hired by his wife to find him his car is
pulled from the kentucky river and now his wife and child have disappeared doctor jonathan richards a distinguished geneticist whom jessie has known briefly is leaving
disturbing messages on her answering machine when she learns he is friends with leo lowenthal the veterinarian s employer and owner of camelot a well known race
horse farm she becomes suspicious that he may know something about the murder of the triple crown winner and the missing vet her search comes to an abrupt end when
the death of a man she swore to bring to justice for her daughter s murder turns up dead and she is arrested handcuff ed and driven away by the two arresting officers
a short time later they are found full of bullet holes and jessica is missing only one man knows who killed them and where they have taken jessica
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The child's guide to good-breeding, founded on Christian principles; or, Seven chapters on politeness

1839

this book provides an expansive view of celebrity s intimate dimensions in the process it offers a timely reassessment of how notions of private and public were
negotiated by writers readers actors and audiences in the early to mid eighteenth century the essays assembled here explore the lives of a wide range of figures
actors and actresses but also politicians churchmen authors and rogues some who courted celebrity openly and others who seemed to achieve it almost
inadvertently at a time when the topic of celebrity s origins is attracting unprecedented scholarly attention this collection is an important pioneering resource

The horse in all his varieties and uses; his breeding ... and management. ... With rules ... for his preservation from
disease

1832

pastoral to program size change is frequently described as the most challenging of growth transitions for congregations now alban senior consultant alice mann
author of the in between church navigating size transitions in congregations addresses the difficulties of that transition in this resource designed specifically for a
congregational learning team conceptualized and developed by mann for an alban on line seminar program test event conducted with 12 congregations in transition
her newest book features a five step process enabling the learning team to engage a wider circle of congregational leaders and members in study discernment and
planning never before published resources include discussion of a major new concept passive barriers to growth plus mann s system change index tool to help
congregations measure their progress from pastoral size to program size ways of operating from preparing the congregation s board and members selecting the person
to guide the learning process and recruiting the learning team to creating and celebrating a plan for congregational learning and action mann provides all the
resources a congregation needs to address this significant size transition period

In-Breeding: What it is and What it Does - A Treatise of the Greatest Value to Breeders of all Kinds of Farm
and Fancy Stock

2013-04-16

raising good children explores the pressures and difficulties of bringing up children in the twenty first century from babies and toddlers through to problematic
teenagers this is a guide which suggests ways in which the young can be given direction through love and security to help them embrace their responsibilities and become
useful members of society the author draws upon a life time of working with children to identify behavioural problems and then answers them by using scripture and
christian teachings she argues that the self centred attitudes of many youngsters today emanate from a lack of meaning in their lives which can be provided by
following the guidelines given by jesus and by adhering to the laws of god she quotes many examples to show how following these guidelines helps to solve the
problems of antisocial behaviour so often associated with the young together with the difficulties connected with adolescent behaviour the aim is to instil good
qualities in children to help them to have a meaningful relationship with their father mother god and to become respectful and thoughtful adults the author argues
that many of the problems with young people are the fault of society she suggests that the seductive presentation of legal drugs adversely influences those who
are young and vulnerable it is this she maintains which has led to the widespread problems with illegal drug abuse and its associated crimes although addressed
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mainly to parents raising good children has much to offer to teachers and to all who are involved with the education of children

A Series of Questions on Breeding and the Hereditary Diseases of Horses and Cattle

2024-01-03

the colourful early history of the breed is here vividly told while in the chapters dealing with breeding rearing exhibiting field trials and police work the comments of
leading fanciers will be found of great value to the novice owner and indeed to labrador lovers of longer standing the book is well illustrated with photographs
and it contains some striking and hitherto unrecorded instances of labrador intelligence and sagacity the labrador owes its renown not to any passing whim of
fashion it has come about through the gradual realisation by dog lovers of the high endowment of brains beauty and honest to goodness desire to please which has
been increasingly shown through several decades by this grand companion of field and fireside who has so convincingly demonstrated his right to be acknowledged as
the prince of gun dog and first rate friend and guard into the bargain contents include the history of the labrador hints on breeding labradors the labrador puppy the
labrador retriever training to retrieve preparation for show and field trial the labrador retriever club s rules for field trial meetings the labrador as police dog
first aid hints a labrador glossary

The Perfect Horse

1873

the great dane a dog anthology gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents
and reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from each of the following books all of them written by renowned breed experts of
their day all of the original photos and illustrations are also reproduced contains chapters from the dog book by james watson first published in london 1906 in
two volumes and limited numbers now a rare and much sought after work its full title is a popular history of the dog with practical information as to care and
management of house kennel and exhibition dogs and descriptions of all the important breeds in ten parts the contents were well illustrated with numerous
photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era james watson was a renowned authority on all dog breeds and his knowledge is imparted in great detail
throughout this famous book also the twentieth century dog non sporting and its companion volume the twentieth century dog sporting edited by herbert compton
these two well illustrated volumes were first published in london 1904 and were compiled from the contributions of over five hundred experts the editor first
gleaned the professional views of dog judges dog breeders and dog exhibitors by distributing over two thousand questionnaires to gain the information set out in
these two leading dog books also british dogs the various breeds the points selection special training management and show preparation by w d drury with
contributions from numerous authorities originally published in two volumes in 1888 but a new edition of 1903 encompassed both volumes it discusses in great
detail over sixty dog breeds with many photographs and other illustrations the chapters are penned by experts on the particular breeds and this book is now
considered one of the finest reference works in the english language also a history and description of the modern dogs sporting division of great britain and ireland the
author of these three titles was rawdon b lee he was well known as the editor of the field and also author of the histories of the fox terrier the collie and other
important dog books the three volumes were devoted to every breed of dog found in great britain and ireland every aspect of their history breeding and management is
discussed in great detail a particular feature of these books were the numerous detailed full page drawings by the famous dog artist arthur wardle which are
reproduced here in fine detail
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Cattle ... Being a Treatise on Their Breeds, Management, and Diseases ...

1854

the deerhound a dog anthology gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents
and reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from each of the following books all of them written by renowned breed experts of
their day all of the original photos and illustrations are also reproduced contains chapters from the illustrated book of the dog by vero shaw this rare and
desirable work was first published in parts over the years 1879 1881 and thoroughly described every aspect of over sixty breeds of dogs vero shaw was a leading
authority and editor of dog books and periodicals in the late nineteenth century but this particular comprehensive work stands as a final testimony to his immense
knowledge of the subject each breed was discussed in detail their physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and
pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided this classic work strongly influenced the direction of dog breeding in its time
and for decades after also the dog book by james watson first published in london 1906 in two volumes and limited numbers now a rare and much sought after work
its full title is a popular history of the dog with practical information as to care and management of house kennel and exhibition dogs and descriptions of all the
important breeds in ten parts the contents were well illustrated with numerous photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era james watson was a renowned
authority on all dog breeds and his knowledge is imparted in great detail throughout this famous book also british dogs the various breeds the points selection
special training management and show preparation by w d drury with contributions from numerous authorities originally published in two volumes in 1888 but a new
edition of 1903 encompassed both volumes it discusses in great detail over sixty dog breeds with many photographs and other illustrations the chapters are penned
by experts on the particular breeds and this book is now considered one of the finest reference works in the english language also a history and description of the
modern dogs sporting division of great britain and ireland the author of these three titles was rawdon b lee he was well known as the editor of the field and also
author of the histories of the fox terrier the collie and other important dog books the three volumes were devoted to every breed of dog found in great britain and
ireland every aspect of their history breeding and management is discussed in great detail a particular feature of these books were the numerous detailed full page
drawings by the famous dog artist arthur wardle which are reproduced here in fine detail

Plant Breeding

2014-10-20

the pointer a dog anthology gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents and
reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from each of the following books all of them written by renowned breed experts of their
day all of the original photos and illustrations are also reproduced contains chapters from the illustrated book of the dog by vero shaw this rare and desirable
work was first published in parts over the years 1879 1881 and thoroughly described every aspect of over sixty breeds of dogs vero shaw was a leading
authority and editor of dog books and periodicals in the late nineteenth century but this particular comprehensive work stands as a final testimony to his immense
knowledge of the subject each breed was discussed in detail their physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and
pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided this classic work strongly influenced the direction of dog breeding in its time
and for decades after also british dogs the various breeds the points selection special training management and show preparation by w d drury with contributions
from numerous authorities originally published in two volumes in 1888 but a new edition of 1903 encompassed both volumes it discusses in great detail over sixty
dog breeds with many photographs and other illustrations the chapters are penned by experts on the particular breeds and this book is now considered one of the
finest reference works in the english language also a history and description of the modern dogs sporting division of great britain and ireland the author of these three
titles was rawdon b lee he was well known as the editor of the field and also author of the histories of the fox terrier the collie and other important dog books the
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three volumes were devoted to every breed of dog found in great britain and ireland every aspect of their history breeding and management is discussed in great detail a
particular feature of these books were the numerous detailed full page drawings by the famous dog artist arthur wardle which are reproduced here in fine detail

Transactions of the Department of Agriculture of the State of Illinois with Reports from County
Agricultural Societies for the Year

1897

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these
classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

Transactions of the Department of Agriculture of the State of Illinois with Reports from County and
District Agricultural Organizations for the Year ...

1897

when you run a fund raising event there is always a risk that you and your organization could lose rather than make money in most cases proper planning and
organizing can minimize the risk in this book the chairpersons guide seven steps to coordinating non profit and church organizations fund raising events the author
guides the reader through all the critical phases of running a fund raising event which includes planning organizing developing marketing running measuring and assessing
if you have taken on the challenge and responsibilities of chairing an event this book is a must read developed from over 30 years of personal fund raising experiences
and utilizing common industrial engineering tools used in industry ron urbanczyk guides you through the fundraising process step by step every church group legion
post volunteer fire company benevolent society and non profit organization should have a copy of this book in their reference library

Transactions of the Illinois State Agricultural Society

1897

a provocative look at the cult of pedigree and an entertaining social history of purebred dogs a must read for all dog lovers booklist so called purebreds are the
mainstay of the dog industry expert michael brandow argues these aren t time honored traditions but rather commercial inventions of the 19th century that were
marketed as status symbols to a growing middle class combining social history and consumer studies with sharp commentary this reveals the sordid history of the
dog industry and shows how our brand name pets pay the price with devastatingly poor health it includes chapters devoted to popular breeds such as golden
retrievers boston terriers english bulldogs labrador retrievers an essential read for animal lovers and animal rights activists everywhere a matter of breeding is a
fresh take on the history pedigree dogs and encourages us to love all our furry friends no matter the coat color or price tag if you re considering welcoming a dog
or two into your family read michael brandow s fascinating and eye opening book before visiting a pet store or breeder betsy banks saul founder of petfinder com
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American Duroc-Jersey Record

1921

this volume contains a classic guide to rearing a retriever to be an efficient gun dog with chapters on selection breeding breaking training and much more written in
simple plan language and full of handy tips this timeless guide will be of considerable utility to modern hunters breeders and owners alike contents include choice of
puppy size and symmetry best sex early days age to begin breaking breaking tackle early lessons waling at heel dropping staying at the drop first lessons in retrieving
education up to date first walks with the gun gun shy puppy introduction to game etc many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is
with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on
dog breeding

Herdbook Containing the Pedigree of Improved Short-horn Cattle

1855

this book contains a practical manual on owning cattle and sheep including information on breeds and breeding foods and feeding and general management a detailed and
extensive treatise on the subject complete with a wealth of useful information and helpful illustrations this text will be of much value to the professional sheep
and cattle owner and would make for a worthy addition to collections of farming literature the chapters of this book include general management diary cattle the
yorkshire the kerry and dexter kerry shetlanders the dairy cow and dairy cattle graziers cattle cattle for export dentition of cattle segregation and isolation
specific diseases the digestive apparatus in cattle and sheep and digestive disorder and much more we are proud to republish this text here complete with a new
introduction on cattle farming

Masters of the Breed

2009-12

what is now called jcpenney a fixture of suburban shopping malls started out as a small town main street store that fused its founder s interests in agriculture
retail business religion and philanthropy this book at once a biography of missouri farm boy turned business icon james cash penney and the story of the company he
started in 1902 brings to light the little known agrarian roots of an american department store chain david delbert kruger explores how the company its stores and
their famous founder shaped rural america throughout the twentieth century most of our stores penney explained in 1931 are located in agricultural regions where
the tide of merchandising rises and falls with the prosperity of the farmers despite the growth of cities in the early twentieth century penney maintained his stores
commitment to serving the needs of farmers and small town folk tracing this dedication to penney s rural upbringing kruger describes how from one store in the sheep
ranching and mining town of kemmerer wyoming j c penney co became a familiar chain on main street usa purveying value providing good jobs and marking rites of passage
in many an american childhood kruger paints a biographical and historical picture of an american business mogul distinctly different from comparable capitalists such
as andrew carnegie henry ford or sam walton despite his chain s corporate structure penney imbued each store with a golden rule philosophy that demanded mutual
respect between customers employees competitors suppliers and communities by tracing that spirit to its agrarian source and following it through the twentieth
century j c penney the man the store and american agriculture provides a new perspective on this american cultural institution and on its founder s unique brand of
american capitalism
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Intimacy and Celebrity in Eighteenth-Century Literary Culture

2018-06-19

why commercial style branding doesn t work for nonprofits and what does taking its cue from for profit corporations the nonprofit world has increasingly turned
to commercial style branding to raise profiles and encourage giving but it hasn t worked written by a longtime industry insider this book argues that branding
strategies borrowed from for profit companies hasn t just failed but has actually discouraged giving but why does branding a well developed discipline with a
history of commercial success fail when applied to nonprofits the money raising nonprofit brand website argues that commercial style branding is the wrong tool
applied in the wrong way to the wrong industry offers a real world fundraising strategies that work in the nonprofit world disabuses readers of the dangerous
notion that commercial style marketing works in the fundamentally different nonprofit world written by an industry insider with 25 years of experience raising funds
for many of the most successful nonprofits in the world nonprofit fundraising is a fundamentally different world financially emotionally and practically than
commercial marketing here the author explains why commercial marketing strategies don t work and provides practical experience based alternatives that do

Judging the Golden Retriever, a Discussion of the Breed Standard

2019-08-30

Raising the Roof

2001-12-01

Sheep: Their Breeds, Management, and Diseases

1837

Sheep; their breeds, management and diseases. To which is added, the mountain shepherd's manual. By W. Youatt

1837

Raising Good Children

2004-03
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Labradors - History, Breeding, Field Trials & Shows

2013-04-16

The Great Dane - A Dog Anthology (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic)

2016-08-26

The Deerhound - A Dog Anthology (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic)

2011-03-24

The Pointer - A Dog Anthology (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic)

2016-08-26

The Basset Hound - A Dog Anthology (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic)

2016-09-07

The Fundraising Guide for Chairpersons

2001

The Farmer's Magazine

1864
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British Farmer's Magazine

1854

A Matter of Breeding

2015-02-03

Retrievers - Short Notes on General Management, Keeping, Breeding and Maintaining your Retriever

2018-01-31

Cattle and Sheep - A Practical Manual about Breeds and Breeding, Foods and Feeding and General Management

2021-03-22

J. C. Penney

2017-05-18

The Money-Raising Nonprofit Brand

2014-03-17

The California Culturist

1860
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